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Abstract—Thiswork examines a UAV-enabled surveillancemission over multiple restricted regions and aims to determine the optimal

UAV trajectory that minimizes themission completion time. TheUAV is prohibited from entering the restricted regions due to government

regulations or adversarial concerns. However, during the surveillance of a region, the UAV canmove along the region’s boundary to

reduce its distance to the next region once the local task is completed. To exploit this advantage, we propose aminimum completion time

(MinTime) algorithm that first determines the visiting order of the regions by employing an approximate solution of the traveling salesman

problem (TSP) and then optimizes the UAV trajectory over the sequence of restricted regions using dynamic programming. In the

presence of obstacles, we further propose an obstacle-awareMinTime (OA-MinTime) algorithm that treats each obstacle as an

additional restricted region with zero surveillance duration, allowing the UAV to avoid the obstacles in amore efficient manner. Amodified

TSP solution is also proposed by taking into consideration the additional distance required to circumvent the obstacles on each inter-POI

path. Simulation results show that the proposedMinTime andOA-MinTime algorithms can significantly reduce the total completion time

compared to conventional minimum-distance approaches.

Index Terms—UAV communications, trajectory optimization, wireless sensor networks, data gathering, dynamic programming

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been widely
adopted in many civilian and military applications, such

as agriculture, disaster recovery, battlefield surveillance, etc.,
due to their high mobility and maneuverability. The use of
UAVs asmobile base-stations [1] or relays in cellular networks
[2] has also received much attention due to their deployment
flexibility and the ability to avoid signal blockage and shadow-
ing at a high altitude [3]. In internet-of-things (IoT) or wireless
sensor networks (WSNs), UAVs have also been adopted as
mobile sink nodes that traverse the network to gather informa-
tion from the sensors [4], [5]. By treating the UAV as a mobile
sensor, it can also be dispatched to perform sensing or surveil-
lance tasks over multiple points-of-interest (POIs) in the area
[6]. While most works in the literature consider cases where
the POIs are directly reachable, we are interested in applica-
tions where POIs may be locatedwithin restricted regions that

prohibit the UAV from entering due to government regula-
tions or adversarial concerns. For example, in battlefield sur-
veillance, the UAV may be prohibited from entering certain
regions to avoid detection by opposing radars or attack by
enemy forces. In disaster recovery, theUAVmaybeprohibited
from entering contaminated regions or collapsed buildings
and disaster sites. The scenario under consideration may also
arise in everyday life where data must be gathered from devi-
ces locatedwithin buildings or regulated no-fly zones.

The use of UAVs for surveillance and data collection has
been widely considered in several recent works, such as [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], focusing
on the UAV trajectory design under various system require-
ments. For example, for surveillance applications, several
works, e.g., [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], focused on minimizing the
UAV’s energy consumption under requirements on the
detection probability or inspection criteria. For data gather-
ing applications, UAVs’ trajectory designs have been pro-
posed by minimizing the energy or time consumption [12],
[13], [14], [15] or by maximizing the amount of data that is
collected [16], [17], [18]. These issues have been examined
for both single-UAV and multi-UAV scenarios. However, in
the works mentioned above, the POIs or ground terminals
are often assumed to be directly accessible by the UAVs
without any constraints on the surrounding environment.
However, in many practical applications, such as battlefield
surveillance or disaster recovery missions, the POIs may
often be located within restricted regions that prohibit the
UAV from entering. In this case, the UAV may only be
allowed to travel along the boundaries of the restricted
regions when performing the surveillance tasks. This
imposes non-convex constraints on the UAV’s trajectory
that make the optimization problem difficult to solve in
general.
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In thiswork, we consider a UAV-enabled surveillancemis-
sion over multiple POIs that are located within restricted
regions, and aim to determine the optimal UAV trajectory
that minimizes the total completion time of the missions. The
surveillance of each POI requires the UAV to maintain at the
boundary of the corresponding restricted region for a
required duration of time. However, instead of staying at a
fixed position during the surveillance duration, the UAVmay
move along the boundary of the restricted region while gath-
ering information from the POI to reduce its distance to the
next region once the local surveillance task is completed. This
advantage is exploited in our work to develop an efficient tra-
jectory design for UAV-enabled surveillance missions. The
main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:

� We examine a novel UAV trajectory design problem
that takes into consideration the presence of restricted
regions around the POIs that prevent the UAV from
entering to perform the surveillance task, e.g., in bat-
tlefield or disaster recoverymissions.

� By leveraging the surveillance time for traveling
along the POI boundaries, we propose a minimum
completion time (MinTime) algorithm that first
determines the visiting order of the restricted regions
using an approximate solution for the traveling
salesman problem (TSP) and then optimizes the
UAV trajectory over the boundary of the restricted
regions using dynamic programming (DP).

� In the presence of obstacles, we further propose an
obstacle-aware MinTime (OA-MinTime) algorithm
that treats the obstacles as additional restricted
regions with required surveillance duration equal to
zero. By doing so, the UAV trajectory can be opti-
mized to bypass the obstacles in a more time-efficient
manner. The TSP solution can also be updated by tak-
ing into consideration the travel distance required to
circumvent obstacles on the inter-POI path.

� Simulation results show that the MinTime algorithm
is able to reduce the completion time by approxi-
mately 10% compared to conventional minimum dis-
tance algorithms while the OA-MinTime algorithm
further improves by approximately 4% in the pres-
ence of obstacles. In certain special cases, where the
field of interest is partitioned by large obstacles, the
obstacle-aware solution is able to improve by more
than 30% compared to the basic MinTime algorithm.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
examines data gathering over POIs that are within restricted
regions. While existing works, e.g., [19], [20], have consid-
ered restricted regions or flight obstacles that obstruct the
flight trajectory in between POIs, they did not consider the
case where POIs are within restricted regions and thus
focused only on finding alternative paths to circumvent
obstacles as UAVs travel from one POI to the other. In our
case, the UAV must fly along the boundary of the restricted
region for a required amount of time to capture the informa-
tion rather than just avoid the obstacle on the path to the
next destination.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews several related works on UAV trajectory

designs for surveillance and data collection. Section 3
presents the system model and problem formulation.
Sections 4 and 5 describe the proposed MinTime and OA-
MinTime algorithms.Moreover, Section 6 provides the simu-
lation results, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

UAV trajectory design for surveillance and data collection
was studied in several recent works, focusing mostly on
maximizing the quality or amount of information that is
gathered or on minimizing the energy and time consump-
tion under task completion requirements. Specifically, for
surveillance applications, [7] proposed a single-UAV trajec-
tory optimization scheme for maritime radar wide-area per-
sistent surveillance that simultaneously minimizes fuel
consumption, maximizes detection probability, and mini-
mizes mean revisit time. [8] considered a UAV-aided image
surveillance of distant targets, where the data collected by
its camera is transmitted back to a ground terminal for fur-
ther processing. The average power consumption of the
feedback transmission by the UAV is minimized under a
delay constraint. For multi-UAV networks, [9] proposed an
energy-aware stochastic surveillance policy for multiple
UAVs that considers stochastic inspection policies and lim-
ited battery capacities. Randomness was introduced into
both the moving patterns and the inspection requirements
to address security concerns of conventional deterministic
operations. Moreover, [10] focused on the navigation of a
team of UAVs for the image surveillance of a group of mov-
ing pedestrians or vehicles, and [11] proposed a trajectory
planner for the surveillance of a certain operational area to
detect the existence of illegal UAVs.

For data collection in WSNs, several recent works pro-
posed UAV trajectory designs that take into consideration
the energy consumption of both the sensors and the UAV.
Specifically, [12] considered the dispatch of a single UAV for
the collection of a given amount of data from a ground termi-
nal, and proposed a trajectory design that considers the
tradeoff between transmission and propulsion energy
consumption. In [21], a joint design of the sensor clustering,
forwarding-tree construction, and UAV trajectory was pro-
posed with the goal of minimizing an objective function that
takes into account both the energy consumption of the sen-
sors and the UAV’s travel distance. The work considered a
compressive data gathering solutionwhere sensors’ observa-
tions are aggregated along the path to the clusters and are
recovered at a central sink node using sparse reconstruction
methods. A similar problem was also examined in [22] for
agricultural monitoring applications by considering specific
energy consumption models for both the UAV and the sen-
sors. In addition, [23] examined a UAV-enabled data collec-
tion problem for massive machine-type communications
(mMTC), where both the communication devices and the
UAV are battery limited. The device clustering and the
UAV’s hovering and flying strategies were jointly deter-
mined to minimize the overall energy consumption using a
proposed artificial energy map (AEM). Moreover, [16] incor-
porates orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) technology to enable the UAV to collect data from
multiple sensors simultaneously within its communication
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range. The hovering locations of the UAV is determined by
maximizing the volume of data collected under flight energy
constraints. A similar problem was also considered in [17]
for both full and partial data collection scenarios. Further-
more, [24] proposed a UAV trajectory design that aims to
maximize theminimum residual energy of sensors after data
transmission subject to data collection and UAV traveling
distance constraints. The proposed solution first finds the
shortest UAV path that guarantees data collection at all the
sensors. This results in hovering locations that tend to be at
Voronoi vertices to enable data collection from asmany adja-
cent sensors as possible. In addition, [25] considered the joint
design of the UAV trajectory and sensor activation by mini-
mizing the mean-squared error of the reconstructed sensor
observations. Similarly, [26] examined the trajectory design
for data collection from distributed sensor nodes (SNs) with
the goal of minimizing the estimation error of a common
underlying parameter.

For multiple UAVs, [13] considered the data collection
problem in IoT, and determined the optimal UAVs’ place-
ment, device-UAV association, and uplink power control to
minimize the total transmit power of the IoT devices. For
time-varying networks, the optimal trajectory of each UAV
was also optimized by minimizing the total energy used for
the mobility of the UAVs. [18] proposed a joint trajectory
design and power control algorithm that maximizes the
sum rate of a UAV-enabled interference channel under con-
straints on the UAV velocity and altitude. [27] modeled the
decision making problem of a UAV-IoT wireless energy
and data transmission system as a graph-based Markov
decision process, and proposed a mean-field approximation
algorithm to determine the best policy for each system state.
Moreover, [28] proposed a two-stage maximum energy sav-
ing device association strategy, where each UAV first solves
a single backpack problem locally by considering all con-
nectable devices, and then uses a maximum profit assign-
ment policy to resolve conflict with other UAVs. Most
existing works on multiple UAVs focus on the issue of col-
laboration and task assignment among UAVs. As a first
work on data-gathering over POIs in restricted regions, we
focus on the single-UAV scenario and examine the trajec-
tory design under flight restrictions and surveillance-time
requirements. The proposed trajectory design can also be
extended to the multiple-UAV scenario by splitting the sur-
veillance region into multiple subregions, one for each
UAV. However, the division of tasks and the cooperation
among UAVs require further investigation that is beyond
the scope of this work.

In addition to the energy consumption, many surveil-
lance and data gathering applications are also concerned
with the timeliness of the collected information. In particu-
lar, [14] considered a UAV-aided data collection problem
over a set of sensors on a straight line. The UAV’s trajectory
(i.e., speed and hovering points), the sensors’ transmission
intervals, and power were determined by minimizing the
UAV’s total flight time from a starting point to a destination.
[15] considered a multimode UAV communication platform
where the UAV was used for uplink, downlink, also relay
transmissions between ground users. The UAV trajectory,
bandwidth and power allocation were jointly optimized by
minimizing the UAV’s periodic flight duration or mission

completion time. [29] considered a UAV-aided data collec-
tion mission from multiple ground users, and proposed a
joint design of the UAV’s trajectory, altitude, speed, and
data links to ground users by minimizing the total mission
time. [30] considered the UAV trajectory design for two
data collection missions, namely, data aggregation and field
estimation. The total hovering and traveling times of the
UAV were minimized under requirements on the number
of observations gathered and the average reconstruction
MSE in data aggregation and field estimation applications,
respectively. For multiple UAVs, [31] proposed a fine-
grained trajectory plan design where the detailed hovering
and traveling plans of the UAVs were determined for data
gathering in WSNs by minimizing the maximum time con-
sumption of all UAVs. [32] determined both the sensor clus-
tering and multiple UAVs’ flight trajectories to minimize
the data collection flight time. Trajectory designs were pro-
posed respectively for the case where UAVs hover exactly
above the visited cluster heads and the case where UAVs
hover within a range of the cluster head. Moreover, [33] fur-
ther investigated a multi-UAV collaborative data collection
problem using a cell partitioning approach where the sensor
field is divided into multiple subregions, each served by a
different UAV. The data collection time of the UAV within
each subregion isminimized by jointly optimizing the UAV’s
data collection positions, flight speed, and the devices’ trans-
mit power.

More recently, several studies also focused on optimizing
the freshness of the collected data using age-of-information
(AoI) as the performance indicator. For example, [34] exam-
ined a UAV-aided data collection problem for WSNs that
takes into account the AoI, which is defined as the time
from the instant at which the information is sensed to the
instant at which the information is delivered to the data cen-
ter. UAV trajectory and sensor clustering designs were pro-
posed to minimize the maximum and the average AoI
among sensors, respectively. [35] considered a similar prob-
lem for wireless powered IoT networks where the time
required for energy harvesting at the IoT devices was fur-
ther taken into account. [36] minimized the average AoI of
the data collected from ground nodes by jointly considering
the data acquisition mode selection, the sensors’ energy con-
sumption, and the age evolution of collected information.

While the above works present effective UAV trajectory
designs under different scenarios, these works assume that
the ground terminals or regions of interest are directly acces-
sible by the UAVs without any constraints on the surround-
ing environment. That is, the UAVs are allowed to arrive
arbitrarily close to the POIs for surveillance or data collec-
tion. However, in many applications, including battlefield
surveillance and disaster recovery, UAVs may not be
allowed to enter the area surrounding the POIs and, thus,
can only gather information from the boundaries of the
restricted regions. This requirement poses non-convex con-
straints on the trajectory optimization problemwhich makes
it particularly challenging to solve. We address this problem
by employing DP techniques in the current work. Our pro-
posed technique is also able to take into consideration the
presence of obstacles and obtain effective obstacle-aware
flight trajectories. While several existing works, e.g., [19],
[20], have also looked at the design of UAV flight trajectories
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in the presence of restricted regions or flight obstacles, most
works assume that the restricted regions only obstruct the
path in between POIs and, thus, focus only on finding trajec-
tories that are able to avoid the restricted regions as the UAV
travels from one location to the other. No restriction was
placed on the data-gathering around the POIs. In fact, most
of theseworks (e.g. [37], [38], [39], [40]) rely on the use of rein-
forcement learning to cope with the presence of obstacles. In
this work, we avoid the use of black-box approaches and
instead adopt DP-based techniques to address this problem
analytically.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a surveillance mission where a rotary-wing
UAV is dispatched to perform surveillance over I POIs, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Each POI is located inside a restricted
region that prevents the UAV from entering, e.g., due to gov-
ernment regulations, hostile environment, or to avoid detec-
tion by an adversary. We assume that each restricted region,
say region i, takes on a circular shape with radius ri and cen-
ter coordinates given by pi ¼ ðxi; yi; 0Þ. Note that the shape
of the restricted region may be generalized to arbitrary
shapes, but is assumed to be circular here for the ease of
exposition. To complete the surveillancemission at POI i, the
UAV is required to stay as close as possible to the POI (i.e., at
the boundary of the restricted region) for a minimum
required duration of Di. The order for which the UAV visits
the I POIs is represented by the permutation function k :
f1; . . . ; Ig ! f1; . . . ; Ig, where kðiÞ represents the index of
the i-th POI that is visited. The overall surveillance mission
requires the UAV to start from the point c0 ¼ ðx0; y0; hÞ and
return back to the same point cIþ1 ¼ c0, while visiting the I
POIs in turn according to k. The start and end points may be
viewed as additional POIs 0 and I þ 1 with required dura-
tionsD0 ¼ DIþ1 ¼ 0. TheUAV is assumed to have a fixed alti-
tude h and amaximumflight velocity vmax. We assume that a
local edge server exists at the start point (and, thus, the end
point) to compute the UAV trajectory prior to dispatch. The
information gathered by the UAV is then offloaded to the
server once it returns back to this point when the mission is
completed. We assume that the POIs and restricted regions

are known a priori to enable the computation of the flight tra-
jectory, which may be acquired from satellite images or from
prior exploration (e.g., by friendly forces or previously dis-
patchedUAVs).

Suppose that, during the visit to POI i, the UAV arrives
and departs at the boundary of region i at positions oi;1 and
oi;2, respectively. The path that the UAV traverses on the
boundary of region i (i.e., the intra-POI path) is denoted by
oi;1oi;2
_

, as illustrated in Fig. 2, and its corresponding length
is denoted by koi;1oi;2

_k. To fulfill the minimum required
surveillance duration Di, the time that the UAV should stay
on the boundary of region i should be at least Di and, thus,
is given by

tintrai ðoi;1; oi;2Þ , maxfDi; koi;1oi;2
_k=vmaxg; (1)

where koi;1oi;2
_k=vmax is the shortest time required for the

UAV to travel the distance k oi;1oi;2
_k. For a circular

restricted region centered at ci ¼ ðxi; yi; hÞ (i.e., the point
above POI i) with radius ri, the intra-POI distance can be
computed as

k oi;1oi;2
_k ¼ riminfui; 2p� uig; (2)

where ui , arccos
ðoi;1�ciÞðoi;2�ciÞ
koi;1�cikkoi;2�cik. Notice that the minimum

between ui and 2p� ui is taken in (2) to account for the fact
that the UAV may travel in either the counterclockwise or

the clockwise direction depending onwhich yields the short-

est arc to the departing point. By considering a rotary-wing

UAV, the UAVmay be allowed to hover at a fixed point for a

sufficient amount of time or travel at a sufficiently slow

velocity on the boundary of a restricted region to satisfy the

minimum required surveillance time.
Moreover, let okðiÞ;2okðiþ1Þ;1 represent the inter-POI path

that the UAV must traverse in between POI kðiÞ and POI
kðiþ 1Þ. If there is an unobstructed direct path between the
two points okðiÞ;2 and okðiþ1Þ;1, the distance that the UAV trav-
els can be computed as kokðiÞ;2okðiþ1Þ;1k ¼ kokðiÞ;2 � okðiþ1Þ;1k.
However, if the direct path intersects with the restricted
regions of other POIs, the UAV must travel on the bound-
aries of these regions to go around them, resulting in longer
travel distances, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For example, suppose
that the line connecting points okðiÞ;2 and okðiþ1Þ;1 intersects
with regions i1, i2, . . . , iM , and that aim;1 and aim;2 are the
intersecting points on the boundary of region im. In this case,
the distance that the UAV must travel from okðiÞ;2 to okðiþ1Þ;1
can be computed as

Fig. 1. Illustration of a UAV-enabled surveillance mission over multiple
restricted regions.

Fig. 2. Example of inter-POI and intra-POI paths.
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kokðiÞ;2okðiþ1Þ;1k

¼
XM
m¼0

k aim;1aim;2
_k þ kaim;2 � aimþ1;1k

� �
; (3)

where ai0;1 ¼ ai0;2 ¼ okðiÞ;2 and aiMþ1;1 ¼ okðiþ1Þ;1. By flying at
the maximum speed vmax over the inter-POI path, the time
required for the UAV to traverse the inter-POI distance is
given by

tinterkðiÞ;kðiþ1ÞðokðiÞ;2; okðiþ1Þ;1Þ ,
kokðiÞ;2okðiþ1Þ;1k

vmax
: (4)

For the start and end points (which are viewed as additional
POIs 0 and I þ 1), we have o0;1 ¼ o0;2 ¼ oIþ1;1 ¼ oIþ1;2 ¼ c0
and, thus, tintra0 ¼ tintraIþ1 ¼ 0.

Given the ordering k and the arrival and departure
points fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1, the completion time of the overall sur-
veillance mission can be computed as

T ðk; fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1Þ

,
XI
i¼0

tintrakðiÞ ðokðiÞ;1; okðiÞ;2Þ þ tinterkðiÞ;kðiþ1ÞðokðiÞ;2; okðiþ1Þ;1Þ; (5)

where kð0Þ , 0 and kðI þ 1Þ , I þ 1 (i.e., the start and end
points). The objective of this work is to find the optimal UAV
trajectory that minimizes the total completion time of the
overall surveillance mission. The trajectory is determined by
the visiting order k and the arrival and departure points
fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1. Notice that, since the set of feasible solutions
for fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1 consists of only the boundary points of the
restricted regions and, thus, is non-convex, the optimization
problem cannot be solved by standard convex optimization
tools as done in [15]. In the following, we show that an effi-
cient trajectory design can be obtained using DP. It is worth-
while to remark that, while energy consumption is a key
factor in many UAV trajectory design problems, we focus on
time-sensitive applications where the completion time is the
primary concern, and assume that the energy sources at the
UAV are sufficient to complete the surveillance tasks.

4 MINIMUM COMPLETION TIME TRAJECTORY

OPTIMIZATION VIA DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

In this section, we describe the proposed minimum com-
pletion time (MinTime) trajectory optimization algorithm
that aims to minimize the completion time of the overall
surveillance mission using dynamic programming (DP).
The problem involves both the choice of the visiting
order k and the optimization of the arrival and departure
points fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1. Notice that finding the visiting order
by itself can be an NP-hard problem and, thus, joint optimi-
zation of both can be even more challenging. In this work,
we adopt a two-stage approach, where the visiting order and
the arrival and departure points are solved separately in con-
secutive order. Even though the two-stage approach cannot
guarantee optimality of the solution, it is commonly adopted
in the literature (e.g., in [15], [26], [29], [30]) to overcome the
difficulty of joint optimization. Details of the proposed solu-
tion are described as follows.

First, we examine the choice of the visiting order k, which
is analogous to a travelling salesman problem (TSP) where

the path with the minimum cost, starting and ending at the
same point while visiting all POIs along the way, is to be
determined. Notice that our trajectory design problem is
even more challenging than the traditional TSP problem in
the sense that the arrival and departure points at each POI
can lie anywhere on the boundary of a circle rather than at a
single point. However, to reduce the complexity, we adopt
a heuristic approach where the visiting order k is first deter-
mined by solving the TSP over a graph formed by the start
point c0 (which is also the end point cIþ1 ¼ c0) and the cen-
ter points of the restricted regions fcigIi¼1, where ci ¼
ðxi; yi; hÞ. To solve the TSP, we adopt an approximate algo-
rithm described in Chapter 35 of [41], where a minimum
spanning tree (MST) is first found for the complete geomet-
ric graph with nodes fcigIi¼0. The cost of the edge between
nodes i and j is defined as the distance kci � cjk. The MST
can be obtained by adopting the standard Prim’s algorithm
in Chapter 23 of [41]. Suppose that the resulting MST is
denoted by T . Then, a solution to the TSP can be found by a
preorder traversal of the tree T while skipping nodes that
have already been visited previously in the traversal. This
approach is known to yield an approximation ratio of 2, as
shown in Chapter 35 of [41]. The desired visiting order k is
thus obtained by the TSP solution mentioned above starting
with the POI that the UAV first visits after the start point c0.
It is worthwhile to note that the proposed MinTime trajec-
tory optimization algorithm is not specific to the TSP solu-
tion described above. Different approximate algorithms,
e.g., [42], for solving the TSP can also be adopted here with-
out affecting the operations of the proposed MinTime
algorithm.

Given the visiting order k, the parameters that remain
to be determined are the arrival and departure points
fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1 of the POIs. To do so, we first discretize the
boundary of each restricted region, say region i, into a set
of discrete points, denoted by Oi. For example, by consid-
ering a circular region centered at ci with radius ri, the
boundary can be uniformly discretized into the set of Ji
discrete points given by Oi , fci þ ðri cosfj; ri sinfjÞg

Ji
j¼1,

where fj ¼ ðj� 1Þ2p=Ji, for j ¼ 1; . . . ; Ji. Increasing the
number of discrete points Ji may improve the accuracy of
the solution but may also increase the computational com-
plexity of the proposed DP solution. However, we show
later in our experiments that the improvement becomes
limited beyond a reasonable value of Ji. By working with
discrete sets of boundary points, we are able to accommo-
date regions of arbitrary shape since the proposed DP
algorithm in the following depends only on the set of poten-
tial arrival and departure points rather than the shape of the
region.

Without loss of generality, let us relabel the index of the
POIs according to k so that POIs i and iþ 1 are visited con-
secutively. Recall that, for any two consecutive POIs, say i
and iþ 1 (after relabeling), the flight time between their
departure points oi;2 and oiþ1;2 is given by tinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ þ
tintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ, which depends on the choice of the arrival
point at POI iþ 1, i.e., oiþ1;1, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Choosing
oiþ1;1 close to oiþ1;2 may reduce the intra-POI flight time, but
may increase the inter-POI flight time, and vice versa. There-
fore, we define the cost of choosing the pair of departure
points oi;2 and oiþ1;2 as
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tmin
i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ

, min
oiþ1;12Oiþ1

tinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ þ tintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ
h i

; (6)

which represents the minimum time required to travel
between the two points oi;2 and oiþ1;2 over all possible
choices of oiþ1;1. By the above cost measure, the problem
reduces to finding the sequence of departure points foi;2gIi¼1
that minimizes the overall flight time, which can be formu-
lated as

min
oi;22Oi;8i

XI
i¼0

tmin
i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ: (7)

In fact, the problem can be solved by DP following the
sequence of Bellman equations given by

MinTimeiþ1ðoiþ1;2Þ

¼ min
oi;22Oi

MinTimeiðoi;2Þ þ tmin
i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ

h i
; (8)

for all oiþ1;2 2 Oiþ1 and for i ¼ 0; . . . ; I, where O0 ¼ OIþ1 ¼
fc0g and MinTime0ðc0Þ ¼ 0. Here, MinTimeiðoi;2Þ represents
the minimum time cost that can be achieved leading up to
the point oi;2 on the boundary of region i. The proposed DP-
based solution is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Specifically, in Algorithm 1, the visiting order k is first
determined by the MST-based TSP solution in Step 1. The
POIs are then relabeled and their inter-POI and intra-POI
flight times (i.e., tinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ, tintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ as well
as the costs tmin

i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ, for all oi;2; oiþ1;1; oiþ1;2 and
for i ¼ 0; . . . ; I) are computed in Steps 2 and 3, respec-
tively. Then, in Steps 4 to 10, the minimum time cost
MinTimeiþ1ðoiþ1;2Þ and the corresponding points ~oi;2 and
~oiþ1;1 preceding the point oiþ1;2 in the corresponding path
are computed, for all oiþ1;2 2 Oiþ1 and for i ¼ 0; . . . ; I. The

optimal set of arriving and departing points are then
found by walking backwards from POI I þ 1, and is
recorded in the set Path. The computational complexity of
Algorithm 1 is analyzed in the following.

Complexity Analysis. In Step 1, we calculate the costs of all
edges and utilize them to compute the MST-based TSP solu-
tion. Since there is a total of ðI þ 1Þ2 possible edges among
POIs 0 to I, the computational complexity required is OðI2Þ.
Moreover, the complexity of the MST-based TSP solution
is OðI2log IÞ, as shown in Chapter 35 of [41]. In Step 2, we
relabel the POIs in the visiting order, which requires OðIÞ
complexity. Then, in Step 3, we compute tinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ,
tintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ, and tmin

i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ, for all oi;2; oiþ1;1;
oiþ1;2 and for i ¼ 0; . . . ; I. Notice that each termmust be com-
puted for at most J2

max different inputs and for I possible
indices. Moreover, each value of tinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ requires an
additional search over all I possible restricted regions to
determine whether or not the regions are intersected by the
inter-POI path, and each value of tmin

i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ requires a
search over at most Jmax possible values of oiþ1;1. Therefore,
the overall complexity of Step 3 is thus given by OðI2J2

max þ
IJ2

max þ IJ3
maxÞ. Furthermore, the DP in Steps 4 to 10 has com-

plexity OðIJ2
maxÞ since there are at most Jmax possible states

in each stage of DP. Finally, the backtracking of the MinTime
path in Steps 11 to 14 requires only OðIÞ. Hence, the overall
time complexity of the MinTime algorithm is dominated by
the TSP solution in Steps 1 and 3 and, thus, is given by
OðI2log I þ I2J2

max þ IJ3
maxÞ.

Remark: In the case of multiple UAVs, it is possible to
split the surveillance region into multiple subregions, one

Fig. 3. Illustration of the impact of choosing oiþ1;1 between departure
points oi;2 and oiþ1;2.

Algorithm 1.MinTime Trajectory Optimization Algorithm

Input: POI locations fpig
I
i¼1, radii frig

I
i¼1, surveillance

durations fDigIi¼1, and maximum velocity vmax.
Output: Visiting order k and arriving and departing points
fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1.
1: Calculate the edge costs kci � cjk, for all i and j, and find

the corresponding visiting order k using the MST-based
TSP solution.

2: Relabel the POIs such that kðiÞ ¼ i, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; I.
3: Compute tinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ and tintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ (and, thus,

0; . . . ; I, where O0 ¼ OIþ1 ¼ fc0g.
4: SetMinTime0ðc0Þ ¼ 0.
5: for i ¼ 0 to I do
6: for oiþ1;2 2 Oiþ1 do
7: ComputeMinTimeiþ1ðoiþ1;2Þ ¼ minoi;22Oi

½MinTimeiðoi;2Þ þ tmin
i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ� as in (8).

8: Set PrePathiþ1ðoiþ1;2Þ  ð~oi;2; ~oiþ1;1Þ, where

~oi;2 ¼ argminoi;22Oi
½MinTimeiðoi;2Þþ tmin

i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ�
and ~oiþ1;1 ¼ argminoiþ1;12Oiþ1 ½tinteri;iþ1ð~oi;2; oiþ1;1Þþ
tintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ�.

9: end for
10: end for
11: Set Path ¼ ;.
12: for i ¼ 0 to I do
13: Set Path PrePathIþ1�iðoIþ1�i;2Þ [ Path.
14: end for
15: Return Path as the optimal set of arriving and departing

points fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1.
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for each UAV. In this case, each UAV can utilize the DP-
based solution given above to find the minimum comple-
tion time for each subset of POIs. The task remaining is to
determine the optimal partitioning of POIs that achieves the
minimum overall completion time across all UAVs. How-
ever, the division of tasks and the cooperation among UAVs
require further investigation that is beyond the scope of this
work, but is an interesting direction for future studies.

5 EXTENSION OF THE MINTIME ALGORITHM TO THE

CASE WITH OBSTACLES

In the previous section, the MinTime algorithm was pro-
posed by considering an ideal environment where UAVs
are able to traverse the field without encountering any
obstacles. However, the presence of obstacles is inevitable
in practice and may impact the effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithm. In this section, we take into consideration
the presence of flight obstacles, and modify the proposed
MinTime algorithm to bypass obstacles in a more time-effi-
cient manner. The obstacles may refer to both the restricted
regions of other POIs and non-mission related buildings or
no-fly zones. The key idea is to insert the obstacles (or
restricted regions of other POIs) into the visiting sequence,
treating them as effective POIs with surveillance durations
equal to 0, and to rerun the DP procedure using the updated
sequence so that the arrival and departure points at the
obstacles are also optimized to reduce the total flight time.
The TSP solution can also be updated to take into account
the increased inter-POI distance due to the avoidance of
obstacles. The resulting algorithm is referred to as the obsta-
cle-aware MinTime (OA-MinTime) algorithm.

Suppose that the visiting order k and the arrival and
departure points foi;1; oi;2gIi¼1 have been determined by
Algorithm 1, and that the resulting inter-POI path between

kðiÞ and kðiþ 1Þ passes through the ordered set of obstacles
BkðiÞ;kðiþ1Þ ¼ fb1; b2; . . . ; bMg. That is, the line connecting
points okðiÞ;2 and okðiþ1Þ;1 intersect the body of the obstacles
specified by the index set BkðiÞ;kðiþ1Þ. In the basic MinTime
algorithm, each obstacle is bypassed by traveling on the
boundary of the obstacle from one intersecting point to the
other, as illustrated in the top half of Fig. 4. Notice that this
may not be the shortest flight path for the UAV between
points okðiÞ;2 and okðiþ1Þ;1. To further reduce the inter-POI
travel time, we propose to treat each obstacle, say obstacle b,
as an additional restricted region (or effective POI) that
must also be visited, but with required surveillance dura-
tion Db ¼ 0. By doing so, the UAV is able to directly travel
to a point on the boundary of the obstacle that minimizes its
distance towards the next POI (c.f., the bottom half of
Fig. 4). By inserting the obstacles into the sequence of POIs,
we obtain an updated sequence of effective POIs given
by Bkð0Þ;kð1Þ; kð1Þ;Bkð1Þ;kð2Þ; . . . ; kðIÞ;BkðIÞ;kðIþ1Þ. The MinTime
algorithm is then executed again on the updated sequence
that is inclusive of the obstacles as additional restricted
regions with the required surveillance durations set to 0.
The inter-POI distance is thus reduced by avoiding the
intermediate obstacles in a more efficient manner.

In addition to avoiding obstacles on the inter-POI path,
we observe that the initial TSP solution that utilizes the
direct distance between the center of the restricted regions
as the edge cost may result in TSP paths that are extremely
inefficient. For example, let us consider the special case,
where the POIs are separated by a single large obstacle, as
illustrated in Fig. 5. In this example, the distance between
the center of the POIs on opposite sides of the obstacle are
smaller than those on the same side, causing the TSP solu-
tion to choose paths that repeatedly cross the obstacle. In
practice, this would require the UAV to go back and forth
around the obstacle, resulting in a large overall travel dis-
tance. In this case, it would be more efficient to consider a

Fig. 4. An example of the OA-MinTime algorithm that treats the obstacle
as an effective POI with required surveillance time equal to 0. The trajec-
tory is optimized to circumvent the obstacle in a more time-efficient
manner.

Fig. 5. An example of the case where the POIs are separated by a single
large obstacle.
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TSP path that visits POIs on the same side of the obstacle as
consecutive nodes on the path. To do so, we update the TSP
solution by taking into consideration the increased inter-
POI distance that may be traveled by the UAV to circum-
vent the intermediate obstacles in between two POIs.

Specifically, suppose that the line connecting the centers
of POIs i and j intersects with obstacles b1; b2; . . . ; bM , and
that abm;1 and abm;2 are the intersecting points on the bound-
ary of obstacle bm. With a slight abuse of notation, we denote
the path from abm;1 to abm;2 on the boundary of obstacle bm by
abm;1abm;2
_

. Then, instead of taking the distance kci � cjk as
the cost of the edge between nodes i and j for obtaining the
TSP solution, we instead consider the cost as

XM
m¼0

k abm;1abm;2
_k þ kabm;2 � abmþ1;1k

� �
; (9)

where ab0;1 ¼ ab0;2 ¼ ci and abMþ1;1 ¼ cj. Notice that the mod-
ified cost takes into account the distance required to circum-
vent obstacles in between POIs i and j. The TSP path is then
found by following similar procedures as in Section 4 using
(9) as the modified cost between edges i and j. Details of the
OA-MinTime algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.

More specifically, in Algorithm 2, the edge costs required
for computing the TSP solution is calculated in Step 1 using
(9), and uses this information to obtain the initial visiting
order k. Then, the MinTime algorithm is executed in Step 2
to obtain the arrival and departure points of each POI. In
Step 3, we check whether or not there are obstacles on the
inter-POI paths of consecutive POIs, and determine the sets
of obstacles that are intersected by these paths, i.e., the sets
BkðiÞ;kðiþ1Þ, for i ¼ 0; . . . ; I. In Step 4, we update the visiting
order by inserting the sets of obstacles in between the corre-
sponding POIs. Finally, in Step 5, the MinTime algorithm is
executed again by treating the inserted obstacles as effective
POIs with required surveillance durations equal to 0. Note
that, while it is possible to update the visiting sequence

again if additional obstacles are encountered after the Min-
Time path is updated in Step 5, we find that this occurs only
in rare cases and the advantage of performing an additional
update is limited. Furthermore, by adopting the DP-based
approach on discrete points of the boundary regions, the
proposed algorithm is able to handle obstacles of arbitrary
shape by modifying the formula in (2) for computing the
length of the intra-POI path.

Complexity Analysis. Notice that, different from Algo-
rithm 1, the calculation of the modified edge costs in Step 1
of Algorithm 2 requires complexity of OðI2ðI þMÞÞ since
the cost of each edge involves the search over all possible
obstacles or restricted regions that may be intersected by
the inter-POI path. However, the complexity of the MST-
based TSP solution is still OðI2log IÞ. In Step 2 of Algorithm
2, Steps 2 to 15 of the original MinTime algorithm (i.e., Algo-
rithm 1) is executed over the I POIs and, thus, the complex-
ity is OðI2J2

max þ IJ3
maxÞ as described in Section 4 (without

considering the complexity of the MST-based TSP solution
in Step 1 of Algorithm 1). In Step 3, we determine the sets of
obstacles (or restricted regions) that are intersected by the
line between the departing and arriving points, respec-
tively, of consecutive POIs, which requires complexity of
OðIðI þMÞÞ. In Step 4, the visiting sequence is updated and
the effective POIs are related, which requires complexity of
OðI 0Þ. Finally, the execution of the MinTime algorithm over
the I 0 effective POIs in Step 5 requires complexity of
OðI 02J2

max þ I 0J3
maxÞ. The overall complexity of the OA-Min-

Time algorithm is dominated by that of Steps 1 and 5 and,
thus, is given by OðI2ðI þMÞ þ I 02J2

max þ I 0J3
maxÞ.

Remark: It is worthwhile to note that, in addition to the
DP-based algorithm proposed in this work, it is also possible
to obtain solutions using learning-based approaches, which
has attractedmuch attention in recent literature. Specifically,
given the number of target POIs, deep learning can be uti-
lized to produce the arrival and departure points of the POIs.
However, the dimension of the neural network model
increases rapidly as the number of POIs increases. To reduce
the model size, one can adopt RNN-type models, such as
LSTM or gated-RNN etc, where the POIs are input sequen-
tially into the network. Alternatively, one can also adopt
reinforcement learning methods where the arrival and
departure points of each POI can be determined dynamically
to minimize the expected discounted reward (e.g., the com-
pletion time). While the above approaches are possible, they
typically require significant training overhead, way beyond
the computation time of DP. The design of efficient learning
algorithms for the proposed problem is interesting and non-
trivial, but is beyond the scope of this work.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide computer simulations to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed trajectory optimiza-
tion algorithms. In these experiments, the POIs are placed
independently according to a uniform distribution in an
1500� 1500m2 area. Unlessmentioned otherwise,we assume
that the number of POIs is I ¼ 50, the radii of the circular
restricted regions are uniformly distributed within [50,100]
meters, and theminimum required surveillance durations are
also uniformly distributed within [20,50] seconds. The

Algorithm 2. OA-MinTime Trajectory Optimization
Algorithm

Input: POI locations fpig
I
i¼1, radii frig

I
i¼1, surveillance durations

fDigIi¼1, maximumvelocity vmax, and obstacle locations.
Output: Visiting order k and arrival and departure points of

POIs and obstacles.
1: Calculate the modified edge costs for all i and j according to

(9), and find the corresponding visiting order k using the
MST-based TSP solution

2: Execute Steps 2 to 15 of the MinTime algorithm to obtain an
initial solution for the arriving and departing points
fðoi;1; oi;2ÞgIi¼1.

3: Set BkðiÞ;kðiþ1Þ as the set of obstacles that intersects with the
line from okðiÞ;2 to okðiþ1Þ;1, for i ¼ 0; . . .; I.

4: Update the visiting sequence as Bkð0Þ;kð1Þ; kð1Þ;
Bkð1Þ;kð2Þ; . . . ; kðIÞ;BkðIÞ;kðIþ1Þ and relabel the POIs and
obstacles in order from 1 to I 0, where I 0 ¼ IþPI

i¼0 jBkðiÞ;kðiþ1Þj is the total number of effective POIs
(including the actual POIs and the obstacles intersected by
the inter-POI paths).

5: Execute Steps 2 to 15 of the MinTime algorithm on the
sequence of effective POIs to obtain their respective arriving
and departing points.
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maximum flight velocity is set as vmax ¼ 5 m/s in between
POIs, and the discrete points on the circular boundaries of the
regions are equally spaced by 20 meters. That is, the number
of discrete points, i.e., Ji, is uniformly distributed between 16
and 31. The results are averaged over 20 realizations of the
POI deployment.

The proposed MinTime algorithm is compared with
three baseline algorithms, namely, the minimum distance
(MinDist) algorithm by convex optimization (MinDist-CVX)
[15], the MinDist algorithm by DP (MinDist-DP), and the
Hover-and-Fly strategy. The MinDist-CVX algorithm is
adapted from the solution proposed in [15], where the mini-
mum distance trajectory is determined without consider-
ation of the restricted regions around the POIs. That is,
following the approach in [15], we first find an initial trajec-
tory by solving the following optimization problem:

min
foigIi¼0

XI
i¼1
koi�1 � oik (10a)

subject to koi � cik < ri; for i ¼ 0; . . . ; I: (10b)

This is a convex optimization problem that can be solved
by off-the-shelf solvers, such as CVX. Then, to avoid enter-
ing a restricted region, we take the two points of the region
boundary that are intersecting with the initial trajectory as
the arrival and departure points. The UAV travels along the
boundary from the arrival point to the departure point
while performing surveillance and hovers at the departure
point for a certain amount of time before leaving for the
next POI if the required surveillance time is not yet satisfied.
On the other hand, the MinDist-DP algorithm follows the
exact same procedure as that described in Algorithm 1,
except for a different cost function. In particular, the cost
function here is defined as the travel distance rather than
the completion time. In this case, the DP solution is com-
puted using the distance between POIs as the edge cost
(rather than the travel time). By letting dintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ ¼
k oiþ1;1oiþ1;2
_k and dinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ ¼ koi;2oiþ1;1k be the intra-

POI and inter-POI distances, as defined in (2) and (3),
respectively, the Bellman equations used in the MinDist-DP
algorithm can be written as

MinDistiþ1ðoiþ1;2Þ

¼ min
oi;22Oi

MinDistiðoi;2Þ þ dmin
i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ

h i
; (11)

for all oiþ1;2 2 Oiþ1 and for i ¼ 0; . . . ; I, where

dmin
i;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;2Þ

, min
oiþ1;12Oiþ1

dinteri;iþ1ðoi;2; oiþ1;1Þ þ dintraiþ1 ðoiþ1;1; oiþ1;2Þ
h i

:

Finally, in the Hover-and-Fly strategy, the UAV is only
allowed to hover above a fixed point whenever it is per-
forming surveillance on a POI and, once the local task is
completed, it travels at maximum velocity to the next POI.
The total completion time is then equal to the total required
surveillance time plus the time needed to travel the mini-
mum distance over all POIs. In this case, the UAV trajectory
adopted by the Hover-and-Fly strategy will be the same as
that of MinDist-DP (since the latter yields the minimum-

distance trajectory over all POIs), but the total completion
time will be larger for Hover-and-Fly since it does not allow
the UAV to perform surveillance while flying.

In Fig. 6a, we show the total completion time of the sur-
veillance missions with respect to different numbers of POIs.
First, we evaluate the performance of the proposedMinTime
algorithm under different spacings between discrete points
on the boundary. In particular, we consider cases where the
discrete points on the boundaries are equally spaced by 20,
40, and 80 meters, respectively. These values correspond to
average numbers of discrete points (denoted by �J ¼ E½Ji�)
that are approximately equal to 24, 12, and 6. We observe
that little improvement can be obtained by increasing �J
beyond 24. Therefore, the remaining comparisons are done
under this setting. Moreover, we can see that the proposed
MinTime algorithm significantly outperforms the baseline
MinDist-CVX, MinDist-DP, and Hover-and-Fly algorithms,
especially as the number of POIs increases. The Hover-and-
Fly strategy yields the largest total completion time since the
UAV is not allowed to perform the surveillance task while
flying. By taking into account the required surveillance time
of the POIs, the MinTime algorithm tends to allow the UAV
to travel farther on the boundary of the restricted regions so

Fig. 6. Total completion time versus the number of POIs.
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as to reduce the remaining distance to the next POI in the
path. As a result, the total time that the UAV spends on the
boundary of restricted regions (i.e., the intra-POI flight
times) may increase, but the total completion time reduces
due to significant reduction in the flight time between
restricted regions (i.e., the inter-POI flight times). This effect
can be observed in Fig. 6b where the Inter-POI and Intra-POI
flight times that constitute the total completion time are
shown explicitly for different values of the number of POIs.

In Table 1, we show the computation time for the experi-
ments in Fig. 6a measured in seconds. For MinTime, we
show only the case with �J ¼ 24. We can see that MinDist-
CVX yields the least amount of computation time whereas
MinDist-DP and MinTime yield approximately the same

computation time since they are both based on DP. In the
latter case, the computation time required for the case with
60 POIs is about 3 times that required for the case with 30
POIs. The increase is mainly due to the computation of the
MST-based TSP solution and the costs between POIs. The
DP process by itself increases only linearly with the number
of POIs as mentioned in the complexity analysis in Section 4.
Notice that both MinDist-DP and Hover-and-Fly algorithms
yield the same computation time since their trajectories are
obtained the same way. It is worthwhile to note that, for the
case with 60 POIs, the computation time of the proposed
MinTime algorithm is only 4.6 seconds, which is negligible
compared to the total flight time of the UAV (which is
approximated 3700 seconds). In contrast, the MinDist-CVX
algorithm takes only 1.92 seconds, but the total flight time
increases to over 4000 seconds. Hence, while a heuristic
solution may be adopted to reduce the computation time, it
may result in significant increase of the total flight time.

In Fig. 7a, we show the total completion time with respect
to the mean of the required surveillance durations of the
POIs. The surveillance durations are randomly chosen
according to a uniform distribution within �15 seconds of
themean.We can see that the total completion time increases
with the mean surveillance duration in all cases. However,
the MinTime algorithm consistently outperforms the base-
line MinDist-DP, MinDist-CVX, and Hover-and-Fly algo-
rithms under different values of the mean surveillance
duration. The gain ismost significantwhen themean surveil-
lance duration is large since, in this case, the UAV is able to
better utilize the surveillance time on the region boundary to
travel to a location that reduces its distance to the next POI
(and, thus, the inter-POI flight time). A comparison of the
inter-POI and intra-POI flight times is also given in Fig. 7b.
We can see that, even though the total completion time
increases with the mean surveillance duration in all cases,
the inter-POI time actually decreases for the proposed Min-
Time algorithm. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using
the surveillance duration to travel towards a point on the
region boundary that is closer to the next POI. This advan-
tage is not enjoyed by the MinDist algorithms that do not
take into account the surveillance duration in their designs.

TABLE 1
Computation Time for Varying Number of POIs

Methods
Number of POIs

30 35 40 45 50 55 60

MinDist-CVX 1.13 1.21 1.35 1.50 1.67 1.77 1.92
MinDist-DP (Hover-and-Fly) 1.35 1.81 2.20 2.78 3.19 3.80 4.53
MinTime 1.36 1.83 2.23 2.86 3.25 3.82 4.60

Fig. 7. Total completion time versus surveillance time.

Fig. 8. Total completion time versus the mean radius of the restricted
regions.
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In Fig. 8, we show the total completion time with respect
to the mean radius of the restricted regions. Notice that, in
practice, a larger restricted region implies that more time is
required to complete the surveillance mission. To take this
effect into account, we set the mean surveillance duration as
half of the average time required to travel around the
restricted region once at flying speed vmax. The surveillance
durations of the POIs are i.i.d. uniformly distributed within
�40% seconds of the mean duration. We can see that the
MinTime algorithm consistently outperforms the baseline
MinDist-DP, MinDist-CVX, and Hover-and-Fly algorithms
in all cases. In fact, the gain increases with the mean radius
since the surveillance duration that can be exploited
increases as well.

In Fig. 9, we repeat the experiments in Figs. 6a and 7a
using restricted regions that take on randomly shaped poly-
gons. This experiment demonstrates the applicability of our
proposed algorithm to regions of arbitrary shape, as claimed
in Section 4. The randomly shaped polygons are generated
by choosing 3 to 8 points on the boundaries of the circular
regions (i.e., the regions used in Figs. 6a and 7a) as the verti-
ces of the polygons. In particular, in Figs. 9a and 9b, we show
the total completion time versus the number of POIs and the

mean surveillance time, respectively. We observe a similar
trend as that in Figs. 6a and 7a. However, the difference
between the baseline MinDist-DP and MinDist-CVX algo-
rithms is smaller in this case since, with polygon regions,
arrival and departure points are often chosen as vertices of
the polygon, making the two solutions similar inmany cases.
The proposed MinTime algorithm still outperforms all the
baseline algorithms in this case since it takes into consider-
ation the required surveillance time in its optimization. A
realization of the random polygon regions and the resulting
UAV trajectory is given in Fig. 10.

In addition, we also examine the impact of flight
obstacles on the proposed MinTime and OA-MinTime algo-
rithms. Specifically, in Fig. 11, we show the total completion
time with respect to the total number of obstacles in the
area. The obstacles take on a rectangular shape with both
the length and the width chosen independently according
to a uniform distribution within ½40; 300� meters. We com-
pare the proposed OA-MinTime algorithm with the basic
MinTime, MinDist-DP and MinDist-CVX algorithms, which
determine UAV trajectories without regard of the obstacles.
The Hover-and-Fly strategy is omitted here since it always
performs worse that MinDist-DP, as shown in the previous

Fig. 9. Total completion time under random polygonal restricted regions.

Fig. 10. A realization of the random polygon regions and the resulting
UAV trajectory.

Fig. 11. Total completion time versus the number of obstacles for general
case.
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figures. We can see that the OA-MinTime algorithm
improves upon the basic MinTime algorithm since the TSP
solution is updated by taking into consideration the addi-
tional distance between POIs for obstacle avoidance, and
the obstacles are avoided more efficiently in between POIs
by modifying the DP to treat obstacles as effective POIs
with zero surveillance durations. The advantage increases
with the number of obstacles.

In Table 2, we show the computation time for the
experiments in Fig. 11. Notice that the computation time
of MinDist-CVX is similar to the case without obstacles
(c.f., Table 1 with 50 POIs) since the obstacles are not
taken into consideration in the trajectory design of
MinDist-CVX. Hence, we can see that MinDist-CVX
again yields the least amount of computation time
whereas MinDist-DP and MinTime yield approximately
the same computation time. However, the required com-
putation time of the OA-MinTime algorithm is higher
than that of the original MinTime algorithm since, in the
former case, the obstacles are treated as effective POIs
and the MinTime algorithm was used to obtain the ini-
tial solution. However, the overall computation time is
still within a few seconds, which is negligible compared
to the time required to complete the surveillance tasks.

In Fig. 12, we demonstrate the importance of updating
the TSP path in the presence of large obstacles. We consider
a special case where the large obstacles are assumed to take
on long rectangular shapes, similar to that in Fig. 5. The
obstacles have length that is uniformly distributed between
600 and 700 meters and width equal to 20 meters, and are
placed either vertically or horizontally with equal probabil-
ity. The radius of the restricted regions are fixed as 50
meters. We can see, in Fig. 12, that the total completion time
increases with the number of obstacles in all cases. How-
ever, the increase is significantly less for the proposed OA-
MinTime algorithm (which includes an obstacle-aware
update of the TSP path). This is because the other baseline
algorithms employ a TSP solution that does not take into
consideration the additional distance required for obstacle-
avoidance on the inter-POI paths and, thus, may choose
consecutive POIs that are on opposite sides of the obstacle.
This is evident from the comparison with the OA-MinTime
algorithm that employs the basic TSP solution without
the obstacle-aware update. This experiment shows that, in
the presence of certain types of obstacles, the updated TSP
is essential to obtain paths that go around the obstacles
instead of back and forth across the obstacles. In fact, by
doing so, the increase in the total completion time as the
number of obstacles increases becomes negligible compared
to other schemes.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the trajectory optimization
problem for a UAV-enabled surveillance mission, where the
UAV is dispatched to collect information frommultiple POIs
inside restricted regions. The UAV surveillance mission is
completed by visiting the boundary of every restricted
region for a minimum required duration.We proposed a tra-
jectory optimization algorithm that aims to minimize the
total completion time subject to surveillance duration con-
straints at each POI. The proposed MinTime algorithm first
determines the visiting order using an MST-based TSP solu-
tion, and then determines the arriving and departing points
on the boundary of the restricted regions using DP. In the
presence of obstacles, we further proposed the OA-MinTime
algorithm that is able to avoid obstacles in a more time-effi-
cient manner by treating them as additional restricted
regions that must be visited, but with zero surveillance dura-
tion. In addition, we also proposed a modified TSP solution
that takes into account the additional distance required to
circumvent obstacles on the inter-POI paths. This was shown
to be essential in special cases where POIs are separated by
large obstacles. Simulation results showed that the MinTime
algorithm is able to reduce the total completion time by
approximately 10% compared to the baseline MinDist-CVX
andMinDist-DP algorithms. In the presence of obstacles, the
OA-MinTime algorithm further improves upon the basic
MinTime algorithm by about 4%. In the presence of a special
type of large obstacles, the OA-MinTime algorithm can fur-
ther improve upon the basic MinTime algorithm by approxi-
mately 30%.
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